GUIDELINES FOR MALE CAMPERS

In review of your roster for your upcoming camp out, we noted that your roster included male volunteers. We are glad they are interested in supporting your troop and in order to assist making this the best campout possible, here are a few guidelines for camping with adults males:

- Adult males need to sleep in a separate sleeping facilities. This can be a room in the cabin that has a door that closes, sleeping in a separate facility, or pitching a tent near your site.

- Restroom time needs to be designated specifically for the male. Many troops post a sign on the restroom or shower that indicates – Men only - and have another attending adult redirect girls who want to go into that area during the restricted time.

- Of course, using latrines in outlining area is also available for the campers or Adult Male.

Here are the options at our campsites:

Sugarbush

- Lodge – There is a separate sleeping area with restroom
- Shadynook – There is a separate sleeping area.
- Raccoon Roost – there is a separate sleeping area
- All other areas:
  o Trading Post – there are sleeping bunks in the Trading Post; however at the current time there are no restroom facilities there
  o Pitching a tent in front of the unit and using latrine areas not being used by other campers
  o Using a camp cabin not rented for the weekend

Ledgewood

- Cook’s Cabin – Separate sleeping cabin
- Pitching a tent in front of the unit
- Using a cabin not rented for the weekend
- Restroom facilities include latrines not being used by other campers or the cabin facility rented by the troop with appropriate notification.

Timberlane

- Edgewater Program Center is available. There is a separate sleeping area and separate restroom available.
Timberlane (continued)

- **Cabins** – Tall Timbers A or B. Girls could sleep in the bunk houses with the Adult Females. Male could sleep in the general area.
  - Pinecrest A or B. There is a separate sleeping area
  - Green Meadows – There is a separate sleeping area.
  - Cherry Hill – There is a separated area for adults
  - Hickory Ridge – There is a separated area for adults

- **Restroom facilities** include latrines not being used by other campers or the cabin facility rented by the troop with appropriate notification.

It is important that all of the parents of the girls going to camp are aware that there will be an Adult male(s) attending and what arrangements have been made for them.

We hope this helps in your planning process and makes it easier for your Dads or other Adult Males to attend. We do appreciate their time and commitment to attend this event.

Please feel free to contact us at campingandevents@gsneo.org if you have any questions or concerns regarding these ideas.